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1. Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) confirms the growing 
epidemic of traffic accidents in most regions around 
the world and expresses concern with regard to the fact 
that globally this phenomenon results in the death of 
1.2 million people between the ages of 20-50, in addition 
to non-fatal injuries [1]. Colombia is no stranger to this 
situation. According to statistics reported by the National 
Institute for Legal Medicine and Forensic Sciences (INMLCF, 
Spanish acronym), in Colombia, a traffic accident occurs 
every 2.5 minutes, somebody is injured every 10 minutes 
and someone dies every 69 minutes. This means that each 
day, 20 people die and 144 are injured as a result of poor 
road safety [2]. These statistics demonstrate the public 
health problem faced by Colombia, which is represented 
through a high economic impact. In fact, research has 
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shown that injuries resulting from traffic accidents have an 
approximate cost of USD $11,370 million per year [3].

In view of these alarming statistics, in recent years, the 
Colombian government has declared road safety to be a part 
of State policy, which has facilitated the implementation of 
a series of measures with regard to institutions, budget, 
regulations and research, in order to decrease the effects 
of traffic accidents on the population. Furthermore, the 
Department of Transportation took measures to strengthen 
public policy regarding road safety through the creation of 
the National Road Safety Observatory, the National Road 
Safety Agency, and an investment of USD $10 million over 
four years through CONPES 3764 [4].

Despite government investment through budgets allotted 
exclusively to road safety, rates of traffic accidents remain 
high. However, it is important to keep in mind that road 
sections may present false positives (i.e., when a relatively 
safe area has a high rate of accidents) as well as false 
negatives (i.e., when an accident prone or dangerous area 
does not have a high rate of accidents), which result in a 
decrease in opportunities for efficient road safety investment 
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[5]. For this reason, it is necessary that investment is made 
in road sections that are truly accident prone in terms of 
the rate of traffic accidents. Therefore, this study aims to 
determine the segments that are most prone to accidents 
and which have the lowest proportion of false negatives and 
false positives, in order to subsequently establish a hazard 
ranking of the accident prone road sections located within 
the city limits of the city of Ocaña, Colombia, through the 
use of Quantile Regression (QR).

This document has five sections. Background information 
regarding QR is described in Section 2. Section 3 describes 
the methodological approach used, the characteristics 
of the data and the variable taken into account. Section 4 
contains an analysis of the interpretation of the results and 
in Section 5 the conclusions of the study are presented.

2. Background information
The QR model is used in different areas of expertise, such 
as ecology, economics, computer science, epidemiology, 
statistics, environmental science, among others, especially 
when the data tends to have asymmetric distributions and 
presents significant heterogeneity [6]. QR is a regression 
that aims to reproduce the highest amount of variations 
within a population, based on the set of covariables taken 
into account in the model, as evidenced by the accident 
count. QR adequately controls the effect of the excessive 
presence of outliers, guaranteeing better alignment and 
robustness, as well as the possibility of estimating any 
quantile, making it possible to assess extreme values in a 
population.

The concept of QR was first introduced by [7], in which they 
pose solutions to a simple minimization of the weights 
of the sum of absolute residuals. The approach poses an 
optimization problem based on the solution through linear 
programming [8, 9].

Unlike other regression methods, such as, for example, 
ordinary least squares and general linear models, among 
others, QR aims to estimate both conditional means and 
other quantiles of the response variable, making it possible 
to assess extreme values in a population, as QR is closely 
related to the statistical technique of absolute minimum 
error [6, 10].

QR is not widely used to determine accident-prone road 
sections (also known as hotspots, blackspots, sites with 
promise, high risk locations, and accident prone locations). 
[6] states that this approach is favorable as compared to 
other traditional methods of regression, as it does not 
imply any distribution assumption with regard to error and 
is less sensitive to violations of distribution assumptions. 
In addition, QR can provide estimations for different levels 
of quantiles, and is capable of capturing the heterogeneity 
in the data and offering a more accurate description of the 
tendencies.

Recently, the results reported by [11] identify the effects 
of the covariables on the different quantiles and identify 

the possible accident prone areas of road sections, 
crossings, crosswalks, ramps, among others, instead of 
the population mean as used by the majority of methods 
in practice. [12] present the QR method as a an alternative 
approach to address the difficulties that exist with respect 
to the heterogeneity of the data in the determination of 
the accident prone road sections, given that combining 
data from different locations and in different time periods 
causes the estimations of the parameters to be unstable 
and less efficient. The findings provide information with 
regard to the effects of variables such as traffic volumes, 
geometric and operational characteristics and traffic 
control on the occurrence of accidents, demonstrating how 
estimations of conditional quantiles are more informative 
than the conditional mean. Such is a characteristic of 
conditional quantiles, as they are equivariant with respect 
to non-decreasing transformations of the dependent 
variable. The conditional mean, however, does not possess 
such a characteristic [7].

In another study done by [13], the importance of models 
assessed using QR with a semiparametric approach is 
demonstrated, as the accident count allows researchers 
to relax the restrictions with regard to the distribution 
function of the frequency of accidents, which results in a 
more robust estimation and more details on the marginal 
effects through the conditional distribution of the response 
variable and provides more solid and precise predictions 
with regard to the accident count. However, the methodology 
is questionable as [14, 15] pointed out that the QR for count 
is more appropriate for modeling crash frequency because 
crash count is a non-negative integer.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Methodological approach

The definition of quantile affirms that given a p ∈ (0,1) 
belonging to a random variable, X, with a cumulative 
distribution function of the form F(x) = P(X ≤ x), the pth 
quantile is defined by Eq. (1).
     

Q p( ) = F −1 p( ) = inf x : F x( ){ ≥θ} = f x( )
0

Q p( )

∫ dx

(1)

The 50th percentile is the most well known and corresponds 
to the median of the distribution, which represents the value 
of the central position variable in a set of ordered data [7].

If there is a sample of random and independent observations 
of a variable {x1,x2,…xi,…,xn}, it is possible to estimate 
the distribution function that compares the number of 
observations that are less than or equal to the value of the 
interest and the total number of the observations through 
empirical distribution of the sample. The quantile Q(p)
may be solved by minimizing the weighted average of the 
sample whose values are greater than or equal to Q(p) and 
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less than Q(p). This minimization problem follows the model 
presented in Eq. (2) [8]:
    

min
β∈Rk

p xi −Q p( ) + 1− p( ) xi −Q p( )
i∈ i:xi<Q p( )}{
∑

i∈ i:xi≥Q p( )}{
∑

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

(2)

The term Q(p) corresponds to the pth quantile and may be 
expressed as a linear function of the parameters of interest 
by using Eq. (3).

Q p( ) = βXi + ε i                              (3)

Where p takes a value between 0 and 1, representing the 
percentiles of interest; Q(p) is the dependent variable and 
corresponds to the expected number of accidents for the 
percentile p; β is a vector of the dimension k of the unknown 
parameters of the covariables Xi,which represents the 
specific characteristics of the study segments (length, traffic 
volume, speed, among others); subscript i corresponds 
to the identification of each of the study segments; the 
term εi covers all other aspects not taken into account 
in the modeling as well as any measurement errors. By 
minimizing the sum of absolute weighted residuals, the 
β regression parameters are estimated by solving the 
optimization problem presented in Eq. (4). This expression 
may be solved as a linear programming problem through 
various optimization methods [16].
   

β p( )
∧

= argmin
β∈Rk

p xi − βXi + 1− p( ) xi − βXi
i∈ i:xi<βXi}{
∑

i∈ i:xi≥βXi}{
∑

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

β p( )
∧

= argmin
β∈Rk

p xi − βXi + 1− p( ) xi − βXi
i∈ i:xi<βXi}{
∑

i∈ i:xi≥βXi}{
∑

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥                   (4)

3.2. Data and variables used

A database of accident records was created, which contains 
records of a total of 1,913 accidents that occurred on the 
roads of the city limits of the city of Ocaña, Colombia (see 
Figure 1) between January 1, 2007 and January 31, 2014. In 
addition, this database has a road inventory which contains 
geometric and operating characteristics of each of the 
completed segments. In the particular case of this study, 
163 road sections were analyzed.

Unlike other studies that use accident records submitted by 
a public roads administration [13, 17], in this study, accident 
records were obtained from the National Police of Colombia
and other entities such as the Volunteer Firefighters’ Corps 
and/or Civil Defense, Ocaña Branch which, given the way 
the information is collected, may entail some disadvantages 
[18, 19]. Accident records must be requested through these 

entities, as at the time in which an accident occurs, the 
National Police of Colombia is responsible for tracing 
the events in order to determine the legal and criminal 
liabilities arising from such an event, while entities such 
as the Volunteer Firefighters’ Corps and/or Civil Defense, 
Ocaña Branch, besides registering the accident, they are 
responsible for providing assistance and medical attention 
to the victims, who are taken to the city´s network of clinics 
and hospitals.

The dependent variable corresponds to the total number 
of accidents that occur within the segment i, while the 
explanatory variables are divided into three groups: the first 
group contains the factors associated with road geometry 
and conditions, the second group corresponds to the traffic 
volumes and lastly, the third group includes the speeds. 
There is evidence that supports the use of QR with variables 
associated with road geometry and conditions and traffic 
volume [6, 11-13, 20], in the case of speeds, refer to [21]. 
The statistical summary of the variables and its description 
can be seen in Table 1.

Figure 1 Location of Ocaña (Colombia) city limits
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Between the years 2007 and 2011, there was a 78% 
increase in the number of accidents in the city, with less 
than an 8% variation between the years 2012 and 2013. The 
period with the highest number of accidents during the day 
is from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM. The days in which the highest 
numbers of accidents are recorded are Fridays, Saturdays, 
and Sundays, which may possibly be associated with an 
increase in the consumption of alcoholic beverages, while 
the lowest number of accidents takes place on Wednesdays 
(see Figure 2). The population most affected by accidents 
is persons between the ages of 16 and 25 years old (see 
Figure 3).

DAY % %
MONDAY 248 13.0%
TUESDAY 229 12.0%
WEDNESDAY 183 9.6%
THURSDAY 231 12.1%
FRIDAY 274 14.4%
SATURDAY 326 17.1%
SUNDAY 413 21.7%
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Figure 2  Percentages of accidents per day of the 
week

AGES PERCENTAJE %
0-8 40 2.4%
9-15 138 8.1%
16-25 709 41.8%
26-35 341 20.1%
36-45 216 12.7%
46-55 114 6.7%
> 55 138 8.1%
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Figure 3  Percentages of accidents by age range

4. Results

4.1. Estimation and analysis of the 
model

After evaluating a variety of models by combining the 
variables for different quantiles in the STATA software, 
the estimated coefficients are shown in Table 2, which 
corresponds to the 95th percentile. Additionally, the 
Standard Error (SE) and the Confidence Interval (CI) for the 
95th percentile and the t value as a statistical measurement 
are shown for the variables that make up the model.

Table 1  Descriptive statistics of the model’s explanatory variables 
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more likely to be in a collision with a vehicle driving the in 
the oncoming lane.

In addition, the statistical significance of the P50 estimator 
for the accident occurrence model is evident. However, 
the negative parameter indicates that an increase in the 
average speed of the study sections will result in a decrease 
in accidents, which is not a common result, even though 
it is consistent with the results reported by [22, 27]. One 
of the possible causes of this result is that the SD of the 
average speed of the road sections is very low, therefore 
the speed range of those sections is also low. In the case 
study, the SD value for the P50 variable is 7.81 kph, which 
is consistent with the evidence reported by [22] which 
shows SD variations for the speed parameter of 13.83 kph, 
7.00 kph and 6.42 kph for the years 2007, 2008 and 2009, 
respectively. The rest of the variables shown in Table 1 were 
not taken into account in the model shown in Table 2, has 
they have no statistical significance.

4.2. Determination of accident prone 
road sections and a hazard ranking

The criteria to determine if a section is accident-prone 
is based on the proposition of [6], which consists of a 
comparison between the values of the observed accidents 
and the values of the modeled accidents. Sections were 
classified as accident prone if the number of observed 
accidents was greater than the number of modeled 
accidents. The number of modeled accidents is obtained 
from the model of accident frequencies assessed using QR 
for each i road section.

The developing of hazard ranking was conducted to study 
the 163 sections, however, for practical reasons Table 3 
shows the results for the first 15 sections established 
by ranking danger; this classification sections based on 
the difference of quantiles, ie, the difference in value of 
the observed accidents and accidents modeled value [6]. 
The index is arranged from greatest to lowest amount of 
difference.

The results of the determination of the accident prone 
road sections and the hazard ranking are shown in Table 
3, which indicates a total of 7 of the 163 study sections as 
accident prone (4.29%). The distribution of the sections 

For the presented model, all the variables were significant 
(with the exception of the Intercept), given that the t values 
(in absolute value) greater than or equal to 1.96 indicate 
that the coefficient is significantly different from zero for a 
confidence level of 95%.

Among the group of variables associated with road 
geometry and conditions, RL had the greatest statistical 
significance with a t value equal to 33.72. As expected, as 
the RL parameter was positive, this indicates an increase in 
the number of accidents as this variable increases, which is 
consistent with the reports by [13, 22, 23]. Similar behavior 
indicates the RW variable, i.e., the wider the roadway, the 
more interaction there is between the vehicles, which 
increases the probability of collisions; such a result is 
consistent with [24, 25].

The variable associated with traffic volume ADT had the 
greatest significance among the variables that make up the 
model, confirming the hypothesis that the increase in the 
rates of motorization has a high impact on the occurrence 
of accidents, which has been widely proven in other studies 
[6, 12, 13]. However, its effect is minimal, given the high 
value of the mean and the maximum peaks associated with 
this variable (mean of 18,130.33 and a maximum of 55,868).

The variables NL and NI were negative in the estimation, 
especially NL. This suggests that the addition of a lane to 
sections with higher a higher frequency of accidents will 
result in improvements in terms of road safety, decreasing 
the number of accidents. Curiously, the NL variable had 
the greatest weight in the model, which may possibly be 
linked to the low variability of this parameter within the 
dataset (SD=0.52), as such are typical values for the urban 
road network [13]. The negative effect on the frequency of 
accidents associated with the NI variable may be due to the 
fact that in countries such as a Colombia where cars drive 
on the right-hand side (i.e., the steering wheel is on the 
left), drivers usually do not stop in the outer lane (right) in 
order to make right turns that involve a change in direction 
at intersections; such a situation does not imply a risk of 
collision with oncoming vehicles. The opposite effect was 
reported by [26], as in Malaysia cars drive in the left lane, 
which causes more conflict between vehicles, since drivers 
usually stop in the outer lane (i.e., the lane that is closest to 
oncoming traffic) when they intend to make a right turn in 
an entry lane in the opposite direction. Therefore, they are 

 Table 2  QR Model of the 95th Percentile
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Table 3  Determination of accident prone road sections

Figure 4  Spatial distribution of prone road sections
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Once the accident prone sections were identified, a hazard 
ranking was established, which serves as a decision-making 
tool for governmental entities whose objective is to improve 
road safety. In this way, it is possible to establish investment 
priorities for the sections based on their hazard ranking, as 
well as to implement preventative and/or corrective policies 
that allow for the maximization of the benefits associated 
with road safety.

Future research may incorporate other variables into the 
database records such as those associated with the physical 
and/or mental state of the driver (i.e. use of alcohol/drugs, 
age, fatigue), climatic conditions, characteristics of the 
vehicles involved and severity of the accidents, in order to 
develop models that allow for an improved understanding 
of the various factors and their effects. In addition, the 
assessment of multivariate models shall be explored, 
such as the Random Effect Negative Binomial model, the 
Truncated Poisson Distribution, the Truncated Negative 
Binomial model, the Zero-Inflated Poisson Regression, the 
Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial, the Bayesian Empirical 
Likelihood, and the Full Bayesian, among others. Likewise, 
a greater number of sections may be studied, covering the 
entire urban road network of the city.
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